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April 18 General Meeting via Zoom - Kathy Butler
FFOMWV will gather once again via Zoom on Sunday, April 18 at 2 pm. Zoom connection information will be sent in the week prior to the meeting.
For our April meeting, we're harking back to the early days of Friendship Force, when a few "mystery
exchanges" took place. You signed up to go and didn't know until the last few days where you were
headed. This time we will be having a mystery activity which should be a lot of fun. It will involve
your knowledge of places around the world. This month we will combine our MEG (Meet, Eat, Get
Acquainted) and our general meeting. So come join in the fun on April 18 at 2:00!

See page 13 for “where in the world is that” answers

This Issue of Connections, and more information about our club,
can be found on our website: http://www.fforegon.org
Contact us at: fforegon@comcast.net or PO Box 1703, Albany, Oregon 97321
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President’s Message - Dennis Murphy
Our world is most certainly being changed by the Covid Pandemic, and with that change we recognize even more deeply the importance of friendships whether close by or far away. We are learning
to use virtual tools like Zoom, Skype, and Facetime to connect with each other. We do, however,
know that nothing can really replace the joy felt with the real physical presence and hugs of family
and friends.
We are hopeful that before the end of this year we will once again be able to gather together, be it
outdoors or indoors. That will be one heck of a fun gathering! For many of us it will have been over
a year since we have been able to share time in the presence of each other. As these next few
months pass do take the opportunity to attend our virtual general meetings. We are working hard to
make them informative, fun and fast moving. There are also a number of fascinating and very welldone virtual journeys on the FFI website. I attended one on visiting Ohio, and was absolutely
amazed at how well three different clubs worked together to present an informative and entertaining
journey of their communities.
We are in the early stages of planning for our visit to Tuxtla Gutierrez, Mexico and West Alajuela,
Costa Rica to take place in April or May of 2022. Tuxtla Gutierrez is in the far south of Mexico. This
very lively and friendly club came to visit us in the late summer of 2019. It was a great visit, and I
look forward to renewing the friendships that were begun. The West Alajuela Friendship Force Club
was founded in 1995. They are a club similar in size to our own. This will probably be at least a two
-week adventure with visiting the two clubs and be filled with both new friendships and learning the
cultures to the south of us.
On the incoming side, and shortly after our return from Mexico and Costa Rica, the club from Tokyo,
Japan will be visiting us in early June! Because we host ambassadors in our homes while others
host small group dinners and day host, there are multiple opportunities for all our members to be involved in welcoming our guests! For those of you who have not participated in hosting a club before,
I can assure you that is a fun and rewarding experience.
Next year will be very special for another reason. Our Club was founded on August 31, 1992. Next
year will be the 30th anniversary of our club. We are working on gathering information about the early years of our club and identifying both the founding and early members. It is our plan to have a fun
and informative celebration of those thirty years when we started to form friendships around the
world.
Mary Ellen and I will be out of town for the April meeting. As we are unsure if we will be able to attend virtually, our Vice-President, Kathy Butler, will preside over both the board meeting and the
general meeting in April.
In Friendship,
Dennis
The 30th anniversary color is
green and classic symbol the
pearl. The creative among us?
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March 21 General Meeting
The March general meeting of FFOMWV was held on March 21 via Zoom. President Murphy called
the group together at 2 pm. Twenty three people on seventeen screens participated in the meeting
(see screen shot below). Andrea Cabral, a friend of Chris Duval and potential new member from
Eugene, joined the meeting. Chris Duval updated the group on journey status (see article on page
6). Sharon Harr encouraged people to join the MEG scavenger hunt on Mar 24 (see article on page
8). Marilyn Peterson gave a short presentation about the new Friendship Force International members-only portal (see pages 3-4). The meeting program focused on the process and duties of being
an incoming journey host. Chris Duval provided background (see pages 5-7). Ted and Rita Powell,
Ken and Peggy Hoecker, and Van Nichols provided “color” commentary on their experiences being
hosted and serving as hosts. Follow-on conversation was lively and informative.

My FFI – Marilyn Peterson
During our March 21 general meeting, Dennis Murphy and I spoke about the new website recently
launched by Friendship Force International (FFI). While FFI has had a website, national staff recognized that two sites were in fact needed, one for members only and the other for those interested in
membership. Dennis and I spoke about the new “members only” portal.
Why a member only portal? Over time, FFI has discovered that a secure site in which member specific information could be shared and contained was needed. Each FFI member from around the
world will have a unique identification within MyFFI. You will be able to make journey payments
through MyFFI. You will be able to obtain information about upcoming journeys around the world
that are in line with your specific interests. You will be able to communicate with FFI staff and other
FFI members in a secure environment. In the future, FFI will require all FFI members to have an account in MyFFI to ease communication and transactions. Those who do not like to use computers
can obtain assistance from others in setting up an account.

How do you set up an account? Go to your favorite web
browser (it is easiest to use a computer versus a phone
or tablet/iPad) and type https://my.friendshipforce.org
into the search bar. You should get a screen that looks
like that at left.
Click on the purple “Sign Up” box. Enter your name,
club from the select list (Friendship Force of Oregon’s
Mid-Willamette Valley) and your email. Two people cannot sign up under a single email. If you routinely share
an email with a partner, in this instance you will need to
create a standalone account. This can be easily done
by creating an email account within Gmail.
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My FFI (continued)
Your MyFFI membership will show as ‘pending’ until our club administrators (Dennis or Kathy) certify
your membership. You will receive an email through which you can confirm your signup. Look in
spam, junk, or promotions if you do not receive an email in your inbox.
Help from FFI is available at: support@friendshipforce.org Marilyn is also available to answer questions about the site, its functionality, future plans or technical difficulties.
Once you have established your own MyFFI web portal, these are examples of what you will see.
The portal is still underdevelopment, but will soon be a great source of general and personalized
information.
Marilyn Peterson’s MyFFI

Russ Karow’s MyFFI

There is a FFI Member Survey on the new site. Scroll through the top photo set under the
“Universal News” tab to find the hand as shown in Russ’ FFI above. Once you have signed up,
please complete the survey. The FFI office is hoping that as many people as possible complete the
survey before April 30th. They are seeking information about what you, as an FFI member, like or
dislike about FFI local and international operations.
We encourage you to sign up for this new member portal today. You
will open a website of new possibilities in the FFI world.

April Board Meeting
April 14 at 1:00pm
Via Zoom
Members are always welcome to attend board meetings and to
participate in discussions regarding club business. If you would
like to attend, please let Marilyn Peterson know, and she will send
you the Zoom link to the meeting.

March Board Zoom
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Building Friendships Through Hosting – Chris Duval
The Friendship Force slogan is “A world of friends is a world of peace.” One way to build friendships is through hosting. When you agree to serve as a host, this is what you agree to do:
I agree to be an ambassador of goodwill to the visitors I am hosting, knowing that the customs and
language of those visitors may be different from my own. The purpose of this journey is to extend
friendship to others. As a host, I shall: a) willingly accept in my home people who may be of another race or religious preference, who may not speak my language, and with whom I am unfamiliar;
b) provide room and board for a visiting ambassador for the specified days and nights; c) involve
this ambassador in the daily activities of my family; d) participate in all official functions that are
planned for hosts during the journey; and e) attend journey workshops and an interview, if requested.
There are three types of hosts:

Overnight Hosts – host one or more guests in your
home overnight during the journey. This is usually 5
nights long, but may be longer or shorter
•

Day Hosts – pick up guests from the overnight host’s
home and escort them on group activities during the day,
returning them to the host’s home after the end of the
day’s activities – this gives the overnight hosts time off for
rest or errands
•

Small Group Dinner Hosts – offer to serve dinner to a
group of 5-10 people in your home. In some places these dinners are called “Cottage Dinners”
or could be “Progressive Dinners” or “Shared Dinners.”
•

Day hosts and small dinner hosts are self-explanatory. Details on overnight hosting, host application, the matching process, and host duties are given below.

Overnight Hosts
The host provides home hospitality to the visiting ambassador(s) for up to one week, offering what
is natural for them and their culture in the way of food and activities in the home and community.
Each guest should be provided private sleeping quarters, but it is fine for guests to share bath and
toilet facilities with members of the host family.
The time spent in the home is used to establish a close personal friendship between the host and
guests. This can be done without host and guest sharing the same language— but it helps to have
someone available who does speak the ambassador’s language. A translation app on a smart
phone can also come in handy. At all times, the host should be respectful of the culture of the ambassador. While the host may choose to invite the guest to participate in religious observances,
these should always be optional.
Meals in the home are the responsibility of the host, but the ambassador should be expected to
pay for meals and activities outside the home, unless the Journey Coordinator indicates otherwise.
It is also customary for the ambassador to invite the host to dinner one night or to offer to prepare a
meal in the home. The host should accept these offers as they help ensure the establishment of a
mutual and balanced relationship. In recognition of differing economies, if you go out, we suggest
that you choose good but moderate-priced restaurant in your area.
A good host also recognizes the visitors’ need for rest! After a long international trip or a busy day
sightseeing, the visitor may need some time to rest and catch their breath, before another busy
day. Ask visitors what they would like to do during any free time. Some people would like to relax,
and others are Energizer bunnies!
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Applying to be a Host
Each club member who wishes to be considered to serve as any type of host must
complete a host application form. This form
must be sent to the Host Coordinators in
time for them to conduct the host and ambassador matching process. The form notes
what the host offers in terms of contact information, location, type of housing, stairs, bedrooms, bathrooms, pets, allergies, smoking,
etc. The form also indicates the preferences
of the host for individuals, couples, a family,
and gender of guests. The form can also be
used to apply for service as a day or small
dinner host. The prospective host signs an
agreement, indicating their adherence to the
FFI host pledge.
Host Matching Process
The Host Coordinators appoint two club members to do the job of host matching. As they begin
matching ambassadors and hosts, these are some suggestions for use by the matching committee:
•

Pay attention to age and activity level so that both hosts and ambassadors can enjoy comparable activities. Thoroughly review the list of ambassadors when you receive it from
your counterpart.

•

Check interests, hobbies, occupations, age, and gender to match with a host.

•

Pay special attention to ambassadors who smoke, have pet issues or that have allergies,
special food needs or disabilities. It is important that prospective hosts are aware of any
special requirements and are able to accommodate them. Make note of pets and/or smokers in host families to ensure allergic ambassadors are not matched with them.

•

Check the number of bedrooms and type of bed in each host home. Both will influence the
matching process.

•

Look over the paperwork to see if certain ambassadors want to be hosted in the same
household.

•

Find out early which home hosts require a day host because of work or other commitments so an adequate number can be recruited. It is a good idea to have hosts in reserve
in case of an emergency. Provide each host (both home and day) the name, address,
phone, and email of their ambassador as early as possible to allow for a letter of welcome
and a chance for both guest and host to develop an acquaintance.

•

It is important to find out how the ambassadors prefer to communicate. They may not have access to email and may prefer to
use “What’s App,” “Face Book Messenger,” regular mail, or some
other option.

•

Hosts should ask directly about shared beds, food preferences, allergies, and pet preferences and pass this information on to the Host Coordinator.
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•

Day hosts should make arrangements regarding the ambassadors directly with the home
hosts.

•

Free days should be included as part of the program so that hosts can tailor activities to
their specific ambassadors.

•

Explain to hosts that the ambassadors should invite them out
or cook for them one evening meal during the week. Confirm
this tradition with the Ambassador Coordinator.

•

In a city where admissions and parking are expensive, guests should be provided with a
list of optional activities and explain what EXTRA costs will be involved.

•

Advise the hosts to discreetly bring problems which may arise to the Host Coordinator’s
attention. Early identification of a problem can result in early resolution.

Host Duties
When ambassadors arrive, introduce your home. Explain how the
plumbing works (which faucet is hot and which is cold), and where the
light switches are and how they work. Explain things like – don’t plug
in both a curling iron and a hair dryer in the same outlet – if that
doesn’t work in your home. If your ambassadors may use your
clothes washing machine and dryer, explain to them how these appliances work and where they can find needed supplies. Show them
where extra pillows and blankets are located.
Hopefully the hosts have communicated with their guests beforehand on what they might like for
drinks and meals, such as coffee, tea, or wine options, and breakfast options. Show them where
they might find snacks and drinks so that they can get these things without having to ask you for
them. Ask them ahead of time what they might like for breakfast and give them some options so they
can research the items if needed and let you know their preferences. They may just want to go to a
local international store with you and pick out some of their familiar foods. Or they may want to jump
in and try what you offer. The guests’ comfort is paramount.
Do you best to advise them ahead of time about upcoming activities and when they need to be
ready to go and when they will likely return. Let them know what kind of footwear and outer wear
they may need to bring. Provide them with water bottles – refillable is more environmentally friendly.
Remember to treat the guests like family members. Include them in getting ready for the day. Perhaps they might help pack a lunch or snacks. Some may want to help with the dishes. Let them have
down time and time to visit with you. Show them your photos of family and travel. Share your hobbies with them. Offer to take them with you to the store. It might be an adventure for them!
Hosting of any type can be an adventure, will always be a learning experience, and will always be
personally rewarding. Your will be able to make short-term friends, and in some cases, friendships
that last a lifetime. If you have any questions about hosting, please feel free to reach out to Chris
Duval or any other board member.
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Meet, Eat and Get Acquainted (MEG)
Our April MEG meeting will be held in conjunction with the April 18 general meeting . See page 1 of
this newsletter for details. Zoom connection information will be sent prior to the meeting.

March 24 MEG Report
Our March MEG meeting was a scavenger hunt. We had six
rounds of items to collect from around our houses - Round 5
is shown at right. Individual players were to find three items,
couples six. The third item on the list - An animal - is shown
below.

We agreed that those with large houses who
have not had the opportunity to declutter had
the easiest time in the search. Thanks to the
FF of Western Michigan and Lyn Hargreave
for the idea and the script for the event.

Host Coordinators Needed for 2022 - Chris Duval
FFI has officially assigned our club to an inbound journey from Ft. Worth and San Antonio, Texas in
2022. A firm date has not been set but we are possibly looking at late July. This journey also will involve a stay with the Southern Oregon club as well.
We need to get Host Coordinators assigned right away so that the journey dates can be set, in cooperation with our Southern Oregon friends. Does this interest you? Typically we have two Host Coordinators working together to set up a program of activities for the approximately 5 day, 6 night stay.
The Board is working on guidelines for hosting a journey, which will help you determine how to go
about hosting. Sometimes it is helpful to have an experienced host coordinator pair up with a less
experienced host coordinator.
Please talk with Dennis or Chris if you have interest in applying to take on this role. Chris has the
application forms. It might seem like this is far in the future, but we need to set dates soon so that
planning can begin.
Thanks for your consideration. Chris Duval.
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF UPCOMING JOURNEYS
2021 August 22 – 29
August 29 – Sept 12

Pre-extension to the FFI Festival at Sea - Viking Sagas
FFI Festival at Sea – Northern Isles

NOTE:

This next journey is being tentatively moved forward to the fall of
2022. However, if we find out that it is safe to host and travel AND
that we are ready to host and travel in the fall of 2021, we may embark on this journey in October. We will wait and see.

October

Outbound to Oklahoma (combine with our assigned outbound to
Lake Hartwell, Georgia - 21105) Note: 5 days each, with a travel
day in between. Possibly moving this to fall of 2022.

2022 April or early May (firm)

OUTBOUND INERNATIONAL: Outbound to Tuxtla
Gutierrez and West Alajuela #21132; Ambassador JCs, Juanita
Weigel and Kathy Butler

June 7-13 (firm)

INBOUND INTERNATIONAL: Inbound from Tokyo, Japan #20317
Host JCs: Marilyn Peterson and Eileen Minette

Late July (tentative)

INBOUND DOMESTIC: Inbound from Ft. Worth (Linda Doyle) and
San Antonio, (Hope Robles) #21342, coordinated with their journey
to Southern Oregon club (Amy Lepon); Host Coordinators Needed.

Fall of 2022 (tentative)

OUTBOUND DOMESTIC: Outbound to Oklahoma (Rose Schultz),
combine with our assigned outbound to Lake Hartwell, Georgia
(DeeDee Sabo) – 21105. Note: 5 days each, with a travel day in
between.

2023 June (tentative)

No Month Chosen Yet

OUTBOUND INTERNATIONAL: Outbound to Edmonton, Canada,
(Brenda Kane),hopefully combined with our outbound to Manitoba
#20151, (Jean Hyrich)
INBOUND DOMESTIC: Inbound Denver, Colorado (Ilene Americus) 20403 to be combined with their visit to San Francisco, California; Host JCs Dennis Murphy and Chris Duval; If possible, try to
combine with inbound from Charlotte, North Carolina, (Tommie
Craig) #21116.

Late September (tentative) INBOUND INTERNTIONAL: Inbound from North Bay, Ontario,
Canada #20326; to be combined with stop in Flathead Valley,
Montana and Colorado Springs, Colorado, by North Bay Host JCs:
Chris Duval and Mary Ellen Lind

Oklahoma City skyline
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A FFI Virtual Activities
See https://blog.friendshipforce.org/virtual-experiences/ for a full listing.
Faces & Places: Ontario, Canada – Yours to Discover!
Thurs April 8, 11 am Pacific
Hosts: Reps from Ontario’s nine FF Clubs
Located in east-central Canada, the province of Ontario is home to the
nation’s capital, Ottawa, as well as its largest city, Toronto. Ontario offers something for everyone: history, nature, culture, food, adventure,
fun…and lots of friendliness.
Register

Passion for Paintings: The Mystery of a Master – Pieter
Bruegel the Elder
Thurs April15, 11 am Pacific
Host: Dany Vandenbroeck, FF Leuven
Come and hear about the famous Renaissance painter, Pieter
Bruegel the Elder. See some of his masterpieces, and learn
about his life and the period he lived in. You will also see a reconstruction of his painting “The ‘Little’ Tower of Babel”. Can
you spot the original and the copy? Register

Faces & Places:
Northern Germany Part 2
Thurs Apr 29, 11 am Pacific
Hosts: FF Kiel, FF Lübeck and FF Schwerin
Learn about the Friendship Force regions and clubs of Kiel, Lübeck
and Schwerin, all situated near the Baltic Sea. Wolf from FF Kiel
will first discuss some of the area’s history, then cover the activities
of FF Kiel and the city’s attractions as well as nearby points of interest. Silke from FF Lübeck invites you to stroll through her city,
known as the medieval “Queen of the Hanseatic League”, and investigate Lübeck’s modern and maritime sides. Last but not least,
Claus will explore what’s in store when visiting the FF Schwerin club as well as the wonderful city
and surrounding area. Register
Trivia Quiz
Mon May 3, 11:30 am Pacific
Host: Kerstin Hogan, FF Staff
Friendship Force members around the world are invited to join this entertaining
trivia quiz with a new set of questions every month! It’s not all about knowing the
answers though, it’s about connecting with old and new friends. Register
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Minutes of 10 Feb 2021 Virtual Board Meeting of FFI Mid-Willamette Valley 1:00 PM
People in attendance: Barb Callner Dennis Murphy Chris Duval Marilyn Peterson Kathy Butler Van
Nichols Mary Ellen Lind Caye Poe
Meeting called to order by Dennis Murphy
Dennis: I am excited to be president and these are the goals I have set myself:
•

Resource guide for incoming journeys Resource book to look up possible activities with all
contacts/locations, including possible themes for journeys

•

Grow and strengthen membership

•

Work on a club Virtual journey—possibly similar to Ohio Virtual Journey this Friday Feb.
12 th @ 10:00 am

•

We have 43 of 56 members from last year—Dennis will call the 13 that have not renewed—Dennis will call communicate with 4 members monthly

Van: gave treasurer’s report
Chris: Journey to Costa Rica—Mexico—wondering about trip to these locations and pushing forward
with need to pin date down for 2022.
MEG report by Sharon Zoom session on Feb17 will be available for everyone who wants to talk
about books—next month will go back to trivia and scattergories—information will be sent out
Current New Member Book. This will be expanded to be a General Membership Book and work
done on it by committee and person in charge of membership/navigators. We need to make sure
people know we are not religious or political—and include history of FF.
Sunshine person—Sue does not want to continue. S/B part of membership committee.

Make sure people who sponsor new members get feedback
We need to get the word out about our organization to senior living facilities
Pin / name tag: We need to get them out to the new members as soon as they become members. People need to wear them for all meetings.
Meetings in general: to last one hour max with an additional 20 to 30 min max to allow free exchange of information/socialization . Encourage people to greet and socialize.
March meeting: General meeting thoughts/ideas: Story of friendship in Chile, Australia—Japan—
ways to maintain friendship—trivia—virtual journey
Webinar—rebranding—FFI WEBSITE—if you missed it worth watching—new logo—website is
changing.

Discussion of how to communicate with possible new members—lots of ideas out there—just need
to implement them. Possible some stories of hosting for our next meeting via zoom.
Respectfully submitted,
Caye Poe, Secretary
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Membership Application or Renewal for 2021
Annual dues cover the cost of the monthly newsletter and expenses for activities of the Friendship Force of Oregon’s Mid-Willamette Valley, as well as membership in Friendship Force International, which in a non-COVID time provides discounted prices on exchange travel and other
benefits. Memberships expired on December 31, 2020.
Special Rate Annual Dues for 2021: Individual: $20.00 (Please print clearly)
This is a NEW_____ or a RENEWAL _____ Application
Name: ________________________________________________
Name: _______________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________

City: ____________________________State______ ZIP_______

Dues enclosed: ($20.00 per individual) $_______

Phone: ____________________ Cell: ______________________

Email: _________________________________________________

Mail To: Friendship Force, PO Box 1703, Albany, OR 97321

Let There Be Peace on Earth

Let there be peace on earth, And let it begin with me.
Let there be peace on earth,
The peace that was meant to be.
With friendship as our mission, Family all are we.
Let us walk with each other In perfect harmony.
Let peace begin with me. Let this be the moment
now.
With every step I take, Let this be my solemn vow:
To take each moment,
And live each moment, In peace eternally.
Let there be peace on earth, And let it begin with me.

friendship force
OREGON’S
MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY

www.fforegon.org

Friendship Force Pledge
As a member of the Friendship Force, I recognize
that I can make a difference. I recognize that I have
a mission. That mission is to be a friend to the people of the world. As I embark upon this adventure, I
know that others will watching me. I know that
through my example to my fellow citizens and the
people of other nations, the cause of friendship,
love and peace can be furthered. I can make a difference.
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Your 2021 Leadership Team
Board Members
President

Dennis Murphy

Vice-President

Kathy Butler

Secretary

Caye Poe

Treasurer

Van Nichols

Past-President

Juanita Weigel

Member At Large

Marilyn Peterson

Activity Leads
Friendship Shared

Sue Stein

Internet Communications

Marilyn Peterson

Journey Organizer

Chris Duval

MEG

Sharon Harr

Membership

Kathy Butler

Navigators

Barb Callner

Newsletter Editor/Archives

Russ Karow

Sunshine “Committee”

Sharon Harr

Need Help with Zoom?
Marilyn Peterson or Russ Karow are happy to provide Zoom assistance. If you have questions,
please feel free to contact either of them, preferably prior to a meeting.

Answers to “Where in the world is that?”
Church = Debre Damo Church, Ethiopia - about 250 miles N/NE of Gondar, one of Corvallis’ sister cities
Dragon = Wat Samphran Buddhist temple in Amphoe Sam Phran, Nakhon Pathom province, ~40 kilometers to the west of Bangkok, Thailand

International Children’s Book Day
Since 1967, on or around Hans Christian Andersen's birthday, 2 April, International Children's Book Day
(ICBD) is celebrated to inspire a love of reading and to call attention to children's books.
Each year a different National Section of International Board for Books for Young People (IBBY) has the opportunity to be the international sponsor of ICBD. It decides a theme and invites a prominent author from the host country to write a message to the children of the world and a
well-known illustrator to design a poster. These materials are used in different ways to
promote books and reading. Many IBBY Sections promote ICBD through the media and
organize activities in schools and public libraries. Often ICBD is linked to celebrations
around children's books and other special events that may include encounters with authors and illustrators, writing competitions or announcements of book awards.
IBBY United States is the sponsor for International Children's Book Day 2021.
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